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single authority for the twenty years it covers, is thus half history
and half memoirs, and what began as a means to effect a
Stuart restoration ended as a defence of the policy its author had
steadfastly advocated from the time he entered the royal coun-
sels in 1641, that of reliance on Anglicanism and the old con-
stitution.
Some of the other historians were actuated more by a genuine
spirit of curiosity than by the desire to make the past prove a
particular thesis. Their moderation and freedom from violent
prejudices made them suspect to eager partisans in their own
day, but their usefulness is the greater to the modern historian,
Thomas Fuller, an Anglican divine, early regarded the com-
pilation of The Church History of Britain as his lifcwork; but the
unsettled times hampered his laudable design to base it upon
such documentary evidence as was then available. Neverthe-
less his book was published in 1655 and is the earliest general
history of the church in England that is still worth reading. Be-
cause Camden and Speed had described the land, he determined
to keep alive the fame of the most notable of its inhabitants*
He therefore compiled his Worthies of England, which is a kind of
early dictionary of national biography, arranged under counties.
Individual biographies appeared at an increasing rate as the
century progressed, but at first too often took the form of 'life
and times', in which personal details were liable to be sub-
merged by verbose accounts of public events in which the
persons described played a part. Clearly something more was
required before the commemorative instinct then so strong
could produce more than formal biographies* In the general
introduction to his Lives > Isaak Walton explains that he con-
ceived writing to be 'both a safer and truer preserver of men's
virtuous actions than tradition", and that, although he wrote
about George Herbert chiefly to please himself, he was also
influenced by the hope that posterity would imitate the acts
and virtues of his saintly friend. If he had unduly emphasized
the ethical purpose of his Lives, they would have been of little
worth, Fortunately he was content to describe the everyday
experiences and the personal characters of five divines, and
erected to them a lasting monument. His intimate sketches are
still dear to the well-read man; but the large tomes devoted to
Williams and Laud are plodded through only by the scholar.
The cynical comment might be made that Walton's avowal

